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Air Ride Suspension Systems
Air Ride Suspension Systems are the softest on the road and is one of the most dependable 
systems if properly maintained. When the Shocks or the air springs go out, the car is nearly impossible 
to drive. Suncore provides all the solutions for your air suspension repair at a fraction of the dealer 
price.
How Do Air Suspension Systems Work?
Air suspension is a type of vehicle suspension powered by an engine driven electric air pump or 
compressor. Using an air Suspension Compressor, it will turn on to �ll the air bags when needed. This 
pump pressurizes the air, using compressed air as a spring. An air suspension dryer is attached directly 
to the compressor. The function of the air dryer is to capture the moisture that is released when the air 
is compressed. Air suspension replaces conventional steel springs. With a height sensor the vehicle 
height can be determined. Working together, the air compressor and computer will allow the proper 
amount of air to be dispersed to the bags. There is a solenoid in the air bags; the solenoid will close 
once the correct amount of air has been achieved. If for some reason there is a surplus of air the 

solenoid will open letting the air out and bring the vehicle to factory height. All this is possible with a control module; this is the brain of the 
system. The control module controls the air suspension compressor through a solid state relay. If the height sensor determines a change, the 
information is sent to the control module and the air suspension system begins to work. The purpose of air suspension is to provide a smooth 
ride quality and in some cases self-leveling. Air suspension has been installed on vehicles for years and is one of the most dependable 
systems if properly maintained. These Air Suspension Systems can have many bene�ts, great ride quality, increase handling, decrease tire 
wear, and the ability to adapt to changing loads.

Suspension Air Spring Bags
What is an air spring bag?- an Air Spring Bag is a hollow in�atable rubber bag. They are used in place of coil steel 
springs. Air bags are �exible and have a certain amount of give, this helps absorb bumps for a smoother ride.

Suspension Air Spring Bag Struts
What is an air spring bag strut?- an Air Spring Bag Strut is a strut that also has an air bag �tted over for a duel 
usage.

Electronic Self Leveling Suspension Air Shocks
A Self Leveling Air Shock automatically adjusts suspension balance and height to keep the vehicle level in all 
driving conditions.

Suspension Air Shock Replacements
What is an Air shock?- A Air Shock works the same way an gas shock would, the only di�erence is that it is 
controlled by an Air Suspension Compressor.

Suspension Gas Shock Replacement
What is a gas shock?- A Gas Shock works the same way an air shock would, the only di�erence is that it is 
pressurized with gas instead or air.

Air Suspension Compressors
What is an air suspension compressor?- the Air Suspension Compressor in�ates or de�ates the air spring bags as 
needed. When the vehicle drops below factory height, the compressor turns on and �lls the air bags or air struts.

Air Suspension Solenoid Valve
What is a Soleniod?- An Air Suspension Solenoid is the device that controls the �ow of air in your air springs or 
air struts.

Air Suspension Compressor Dryers
What is a compressor dryer?- An Air Suspension Dryer is a small container that holds a powder desiccant that 
removes the moisture from the suspension system.



Air Ride Suspension Conversion Systems

Suspension Air Bag to Coil Spring Conversion Kits
What is a conversion kit?- a Coil Spring Conversion Kit is a system in which you use coil springs instead of air 
spring bags for your vehicle suspension. Using a conversion kit will replace the most common parts that wear 
out on your vehicle. Converting to coils will eliminate the air ride in your vehicle.

Suspension Air Spring Bag Strut to Coil Over Strut Conversion Kit
What is a coil over strut conversion kit?- a Coil Over Strut Conversion Kit consists of a gas strut with a coil spring over the 
shock. They are assembled as a unit prior to installation. Coil over strut should not be confused with struts or independently 
mounted shock absorbers. Converting to coil over struts will eliminate the air ride in your vehicle.

Electronic to Passive Suspension Air Shock Conversion Kit
If you like the ride of an Air Shock, but don't like the prices of the OEM electronic shock then this conversion kit 
is for you.

Electronic Air Shock to Passive Suspension Coil Over Shock Conversion Kit
If air suspension is becoming a hassle and an expensive problem converting to the Coil Over Conversion will be 
the solution.

Electronic Air Shock to Passive Suspension Gas Shock Conversion Kit
This Gas Shocks Conversion Kit will give you a smooth ride without the complications of an Electronic 
Self-Leveling Air Suspension System.

WHAT IS A CONVERSION KIT? A conversion kit is a system in which you 
remove the vehicle's air suspension and replace it with an alternate form of 
suspension. These conversion kits vary greatly depending on the year, 
make, and model of the vehicle.

Air Suspension Conversion Kits are the low cost alternative to Air Ride 
Suspension Systems. We o�er a large variety of converison kits to help you 
get back on the road. Air Suspension Conversion Kits work by replacing your 
air ride parts for durable Coil Springs and Passive Shocks that do not use the 
electronic systems in the vehicle, allowing you to have a great ride without 
breaking the bank. Suncore Suspension Converison Kits come with a 
*Lifetime Warranty*. Customer Satisfaction is our Guarantee.

How Do Air Suspension Conversion Systems Work?
A major concern of air suspension is the cost for replacements, with so many 
components that can fail in this system; conversion kits are becoming the 
most economical way to solve this dilemma. Air spring bags typically last 5-7 

years, after this period dry rotting can cause the bags to crack and create leaks causing other components to fail if not 
replaced on time. Proper maintenance of the gas shocks is also essential to upkeep the vehicles suspension. Changing this 
gas shocks every 50,000 miles will help with the overall life of the suspension. 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONVERSION KITS:

Eliminating The Dashboard Air Suspension Error Message:

Most of our kits come with included instructions or hardware that will eliminate the Error Dashboard Warning 
Light. However some kits require the purchase of additional hardware in order to eliminate the light. All of our 
Kits will have easy to follow installation instructions.



Allroad Quattro
Allroad Quattro

2000-2006
4 Whl # 299A-31-4
Front # 299A-31-F
Rear # 299A-31-R

Air Suspension Conversion Kit includes: Front and Rear Fully 
Assembled Coil Struts to Convert the vehicle from Air Suspension to 
Conventional Springs. This kit will keep the car at factory height while 
providing a smooth car ride. You will be saving Time and Money by 
purchasing this complete kit. The Allroad Quattro Wagon (C5) 
conversion kit will eliminate the air suspension problem forever. 

299A-15-F

Our Audi Allroad Quattro Wagon (C5) Air Spring Bag will replace the 
original Front Air Spring; it comes with necessary o-rings and Upper 
Mount to complete the replacement. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure 
is usually caused by dry rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere 
degrade the rubber from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced 
on time it will cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

299A-15-R

Our Audi Allroad Quattro Wagon (C5) Air Spring Bag will replace the 
original Rear Air Spring; it comes with necessary o-rings to complete 
the replacement. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused 
by dry rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the 
rubber from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time 
it will cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

2007-2010 325A-20
Audi Q7 Air Suspension Compressor comes ready for install. This 
replacement Air Suspension Compressor comes with instructions 
for easy install. The Suspension Compressor inflates or deflates the 
Air Spring Bags as needed. When the vehicle drops below factory 
height, the compressor turns on and fills the air bags. 

Q7
Q7

2000-2006

2000-2006

299A-202000-2006
Audi Allroad Quattro Wagon (C5) Air Suspension Compressor comes 
eady for install. This replacement Air Suspension Compressor comes 
with instructions for easy install. The Suspension Compressor inflates 
or deflates the Air Spring Bags as needed. When the vehicle drops 
below factory height, the compressor turns on and fills the air bags. 

Audi Suspension

Allroad Quattro
Years Description Part #Conversion

Q7

Years Description Part #Front

Years Description Part #Rear

Years Description Part #Compressor

Years Description Part #Compressor





5-Series
5-Series

1997-2003

Our BMW 5-Series (E39) Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear 
Air Springs. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused by 
dry rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the rubber 
from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time it will 
cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

250BW-20-2

BMW 5-Series (E39) Air Suspension Compressor comes ready for 
install. This replacement Air Suspension Compressor comes with 
instructions for easy install. The Suspension Compressor inflates 
or deflates the Air Spring Bags as needed. When the vehicle drops 
below factory height, the compressor turns on and fills the air bags. 

256BW-15-R

Our BMW 5-Series Touring Wagon (E61) Air Spring Bag will replace the 
original Rear Air Springs. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually 
caused by dry rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade 
the rubber from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time 
it will cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

2000-2006 250BW-15-R-PAIR

Our BMW X5 Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear Air Springs. 
Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused by dry rot, due to 
old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the rubber from the 
outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time it will cause Air 
Suspension Compressor Failure. 

X5 2000-2006
X5 2000-2006

1997-2003

2004-2010

BMW Suspension

5-Series

2000-2006 250BW-20-2

250BW-20-4

BMW X5 Air Suspension Compressor comes ready for install. This 
replacement Air Suspension Compressor comes with instructions 
for easy install. The Suspension Compressor inflates or deflates 
the Air Spring Bags as needed. When the vehicle drops below 
factory height, the compressor turns on and fills the air bags. 

X5 2000-2006

255BW-15-R-PAIR

4 Whl Leveling ONLY

Rear Leveling ONLY

Years Description Part #Rear

Years Description Part #Compressor

Years Description Part #Rear

Years Description Part #Compressor

BMW

Years Description Part #Rear



250BW-12-R

BMW X5 Rear Gas Shocks Replacement Kit. This Rear Gas Shocks 
Come Already Assembled with a New Top Mount and a New Strut Boot. 
It is highly recommended that X5 gas shocks be replaced about every 
50,000 miles to maintain the vehicles suspension. The shocks are what 
stop the vehicle from bouncing excessively, when replacing the 
Air Springs or converting to coil springs it would be a great idea to 
replace the shocks as well. Your brand new Gas Shocks will help your 
vehicle with breaking, handling and fuel economy.

2008-2012 251BW-15-R

Our BMW X6 Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear Air Springs. 
Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused by dry rot, due to 
old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the rubber from the 
outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time it will cause 
Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

X6
X6

2000-2006

X6

2000-2006 250BW-31-F

The BMW X5 Front Suspension Conversion Kit will eliminate the 
original Air Spring Bag Struts and return the vehicle back to factory 
height. Easy step by step instructions will come with the kit, as well 
as how to disarm the suspension warning light. Suspension 
Conversion kits are a popular solution for the BMW X5 Suspension 
Air Spring Bag Dry Rot Problem. This Coil Spring Conversion Kit 
eliminates the Air Suspension without sacrificing comfort. 

2007-2012 251BW-15-R

Our BMW X5 Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear Air Springs. 
Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused by dry rot, due to 
old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the rubber from the 
outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time it will cause 
Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

X5 2007-2012
X5 2007-2012X5 2007-2012

Years Description Part #Front

2000-2006

The BMW X5 Rear Suspension Conversion Kit will eliminate the 
original Air Spring Bags and return the vehicle back to factory height. 
Also included in this kit are four insulators two for the top, and two for
 the bottom of the Coil Springs. Easy step by step instructions will 
come with the kit, as well as how to disarm the suspension warning 
light. Suspension Conversion kits are a popular solution for the 
BMW X5 Suspension Air Spring Bag Dry Rot Problem. This Coil 
Spring Conversion Kit eliminates the Air Suspension without 
sacrificing comfort..

250BW-30-R

Years Description Part #Rear

Years Description Part #Rear

BMW

Years Description Part #Rear

Years Description Part #Rear
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CF-107-RES CF-109-RESCF-108-RES

CF-105-ASSY

CF-105-RES



CR-103-14-RES

CR-101-14-RESCR-101-12-RES

CR-104-14-RESCR-104-30-RES

122G-25-1

20F-52

Vibration Isolators

151G-20



CCR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12

‘07-12

CR-104-14-RESCR-104-OEM
REAR ELECTRIC AIR SHOCK

CR-104-30-RES 155G-20

151G-20

CF-105-ASSY CF-105-RES

151G-11-F



CF-105-ASSY CF-105-RES

CR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12-RES

CR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12-RES
CR-101-12-RES

CR-104-14-RESCR-104-OEM
REAR ELECTRIC AIR SHOCK

CR-104-30-RES 155G-20

SRXSRXSRX

CR-104-30-RES CR-104-14-RES

CF-109-RES

CF-108/109-RES

‘04-09

CF-105-ASSY CF-105-RES
CF-105-ASSY CF-105-RES





60F-12-F
60F-12-F

60F-12-R
60F-12-R

07-12 61F-30-461F-30-4N/AN/A N/A N/A 61F-204x2 & 4x4

03-11

00-01

REAR COIL CONVERSION KIT

60F-20-4x2
60F-20-4x4



4 Wheel



2003-2012

4 Wheel

72R-30-4

72R-15-R2003-2012

4 Wheel

Rear



65T-30-4
64T-30-4

GX460 & GX470
GX460 & GX470

63T-31-ASSY

GX460
2010-2011

GX470
2002-2009

Lexus GX 460 2010-2011 4 Wheel Air Suspension Conversion Kit with Rear Gas 
Shocks Kit includes: Complete Front Fully Assembled Coil Over Gas Strut and 
Rear Replacement Gas Shocks, along with the correct Coil Spring to Convert 
the vehicle from Air Suspension to Conventional Springs. This kit will keep the 
car at factory height while providing a smooth car ride. You will be saving Time
 and Money by purchasing this complete kit. The GX 460 conversion kit will 
eliminate the air suspension problem forever. How to disable the air suspension
 light is provided in the instructions. Gas Shocks should be replaced every 
50,000 miles and are included with this kit. For safety reasons your Gas Shocks 
should be maintained for these periods. 
Note: Vehicles Equiped with X-REAS Sport Suspension Shock System Must 
Convert All 4Wheel Shocks at the same time.

Years Description Part #4-Wheels

GX460 & GX470

2001-2006 69T-31-4

Lexus LS430 4 Wheel Air Suspension Conversion Kit includes: 
Front and Rear Fully Assembled Coil Struts to Convert the vehicle 
from Air Suspension to Conventional Springs. This kit will keep the 
car at factory height while providing a smooth car ride. You will be 
saving Time and Money by purchasing this complete kit. The LS430 
conversion kit will eliminate the air suspension problem forever. 
How to disable the air suspension light is provided in the 
instructions. 

LS430LS430LS430

63T-15-RL
63T-15-RR

Our Lexus GX 460 Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear Air 
Spring. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused by dry 
rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the rubber 
from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time it will 
cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

GX460
2010-2011

GX470
2002-2009

Years Description Part #Rear

4 Wheels

Years Description Part #4-Wheels



2004-2006 162T-31-4-AWD
162T-31-4-FWD

RX330RX330

2007

RX350
RX350

RX400H
RX400H

2008-2010

162T-31-4-AWD
162T-31-4-FWD

163T-31-4-AWD
163T-31-4-FWD

2006-2007

2008

162T-31-4-AWD
162T-31-4-FWD

163T-31-4-AWD
163T-31-4-FWD

Lexus RX400H 4 Wheel Air Suspension Conversion Kit includes: Front 
and Rear Fully Assembled Coil Struts to Convert the vehicle from Air 
Suspension to Conventional Springs. This kit will keep the car at 
factory height while providing a smooth car ride. You will be saving 
Time and Money by purchasing this complete kit. The RX400H 
conversion kit will eliminate the air suspension problem forever. 

Lexus RX350 4 Wheel Air Suspension Conversion Kit includes: Front 
and Rear Fully Assembled Coil Struts to Convert the vehicle from Air 
Suspension to Conventional Springs. This kit will keep the car at 
factory height while providing a smooth car ride. You will be saving 
Time and Money by purchasing this complete kit. The RX350 
conversion kit will eliminate the air suspension problem forever.  

Lexus RX330 4 Wheel Air Suspension Conversion Kit includes: Front 
and Rear Fully Assembled Coil Struts to Convert the vehicle from Air 
Suspension to Conventional Springs. This kit will keep the car at 
factory height while providing a smooth car ride. You will be saving 
Time and Money by purchasing this complete kit. The RX330 
conversion kit will eliminate the air suspension problem forever. 

RX330

RX350

RX400H
Years Description Part #4-Wheels

Years Description Part #4-Wheels

Years Description Part #4-Wheels
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03-12

98-02

60F-12-F
60F-12-F

60F-12-R
60F-12-R

07-12 61F-30-461F-30-4N/AN/A N/A N/A 61F-204x2 & 4x4

03-11

60F-20-4x2
60F-20-4x4
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CLS-Class
CLS-Class

2005-2011

4-Wheel Air Suspension Conversion with Rear Gas Shocks Kit 
includes: Rear Replacement Gas Shocks, along with the Front and 
Rear Conversion kit the vehicle from Air Suspension to Conventional 
Springs. This kit will keep the car at factory height while providing a 
smooth car ride. 

134M-20

Air Suspension Compressor comes ready for install. This 
replacement Air Suspension Compressor comes with instructions 
for easy install. The Suspension Compressor inflates or deflates the 
Air Spring Bags as needed. When the vehicle drops below factory 
height, the compressor turns on and fills the air bags. 

134M-RELAY
This is a brand new OEM Replacement Suspension Compressor Relay. 
It Supplies Power to the Compressor. When the Compressor Overheats 
it can cause damage to the Relay and need replacement. 

E-Class
E-Class

2005-2011

2005-2011

Mercedes-Benz Suspension

2000-2009
4-Wheel Air Suspension Conversion with Rear Gas Shocks Kit 
includes: Rear Replacement Gas Shocks, along with the Front and 
Rear Conversion kit the vehicle from Air Suspension to Conventional 
Springs. This kit will keep the car at factory height while providing a 
smooth car ride. 

127M-30-ASSY

2000-2009
Air Suspension Compressor comes ready for install. This 
replacement Air Suspension Compressor comes with instructions 
for easy install. The Suspension Compressor inflates or deflates the 
Air Spring Bags as needed. When the vehicle drops below factory 
height, the compressor turns on and fills the air bags. 

2000-2009
This is a brand new OEM Replacement Suspension Compressor Relay. 
It Supplies Power to the Compressor. When the Compressor Overheats 
it can cause damage to the Relay and need replacement. 

CLS-Class

E-Class

134M-20

134M-RELAY

127M-30-ASSY

Years Description Part #Conversion

Years Description Part #Relay

Years Description Part #Compressor

Years Description Part #Relay

Years Description Part #Compressor

Years Description Part #Conversion
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CLS-Class
GL-Class

2007-2012

Front Suspension Conversion Kit will eliminate the original 
Air Spring Bag Struts and return the vehicle back to factory height. 
Easy step by step instructions will come with the kit. Suspension 
Conversion kits are a popular solution for the Suspension Air Spring 
Bag Dry Rot Problem. This Coil Spring Conversion Kit eliminates the
 Air Suspension without sacrificing comfort. 

129M-30-R

Rear Suspension Conversion Kit will eliminate the original Air Spring
 Bags and return the vehicle back to factory height. Also included in 
this kit are four mounting insulators two for the top, and two for the 
bottom of the Coil Springs. This Coil Spring Conversion Kit eliminates 
the Air Suspension without sacrificing comfort. 

129M-15-R-PAIR

Our Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear Air Springs; 
it comes with necessary clip and rubber top piece to complete the 
replacement. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused 
by dry rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the 
rubber from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time 
it will cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

ML-Class
ML-Class

2007-2012

2007-2012

2005-2011 129M-31-F

Front Suspension Conversion Kit will eliminate the original 
Air Spring Bag Struts and return the vehicle back to factory height. 
Easy step by step instructions will come with the kit. Suspension 
Conversion kits are a popular solution for the Suspension Air Spring 
Bag Dry Rot Problem. This Coil Spring Conversion Kit eliminates the
 Air Suspension without sacrificing comfort. 

129M-31-F

2005-2011
Rear Suspension Conversion Kit will eliminate the original Air Spring
 Bags and return the vehicle back to factory height. Also included in 
this kit are four mounting insulators two for the top, and two for the 
bottom of the Coil Springs. This Coil Spring Conversion Kit eliminates 
the Air Suspension without sacrificing comfort.

2005-2011

Our Air Spring Bag will replace the original Rear Air Springs; 
it comes with necessary clip and rubber top piece to complete the 
replacement. Suspension Air Spring Bag failure is usually caused 
by dry rot, due to old age, or gases in the atmosphere degrade the 
rubber from the outside. If Air Spring Bags are not replaced on time 
it will cause Air Suspension Compressor Failure. 

129M-15-R-PAIR

GL-Class

ML-Class

129M-30-R

Years Description Part #Front Conversion

Years Description Part #Rear Conversion

Years Description Part #Rear

Years Description Part #

Years Description Part #

Years Description Part #Rear

Front Conversion

Rear Conversion
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148G-12-R  / 148G-12-HD148G-15-R  / 148G-15-HD 148G-30-R  / 148G-30-HD

148G-12-R  / 148G-12-HD148G-15-R  / 148G-15-HD 148G-30-R  / 148G-30-HD

148G-12-R  / 148G-12-HD148G-15-R  / 148G-15-HD 148G-30-R  / 148G-30-HD

148G-12-R  / 148G-12-HD148G-15-R  / 148G-15-HD 148G-30-R  / 148G-30-HD

148G-12-R  / 148G-12-HD148G-15-R  / 148G-15-HD 148G-30-R  / 148G-30-HD

148G-12-R  / 148G-12-HD148G-15-R  / 148G-15-HD 148G-30-R  / 148G-30-HD
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‘07-12

‘07-12

‘07-12

‘07-12

‘07-12

151G-11-F 151G-20

151G-11-F 151G-20

151G-11-F 151G-20

151G-11-F 151G-20

151G-11-F 151G-20

24
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Learn more about replacement suspension parts we have.

https://www.carid.com/suspension-parts.html
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